
How to Use an  Authority 
Positioning Portfolio® to 

Get New Clients, Fast!





I DO as much as I can to SERVE as much as I can, 
to MAKE as much as I can so that I can support 
my Wife and 4 kids and GIVE them life 
opportunities to succeed! Also, I love giving extra 
time and money to causes I care about. 



What you will learn today

1. How to build Authority Positioning on Google

2. How to be perceived as the go-to expert in your 
niche

3. How to create an “Mini Audio Seminar” series

4. How to draw prospects through the Buyers 
Journey



3 EASY
QUESTIONS
FOR YOU



Do you look for high-value clients?

#1



Do you agree with the research that people trust verified 
experts & if I could show you a way to be seen as a 

celebrity expert in your niche or industry, do you feel 
that it would attract more clients to you?

#2



If this could be done to create omnipresence so you are seen 
as an Expert and Authority in your industry to attract more 

clients, would that be interesting?

#3



Wherever Prospects Find You…



Wherever They Find You…

They Find Your Competition



Your PROBLEM: 
Getting Prospects To…

CHOOSE YOU!



I know you want a proven marketing system to increase your revenues with high-revenue clients. 
In order to do that, you need higher returns on every marketing dollar you spend to get more 
profit and more impact.  

The problem is that "Shiny Object Syndrome" keeps distracting you with the latest marketing 
fad…and you feel pretty frustrated at the enormous amount of time you feel compelled to spend 
prospecting.

You go from attending leads groups, FB ads, Google ads….trying to make LinkedIn work…

In fact, you quickly discover that your TRUE problem you are trying to solve is Obscurity! 

Your best prospects simply do not 
know you exist.



You May Be Wondering: 

Can an Authority Positioning Portfolio® 
help me consistently get high-value 
referrals and close more business easier 
and faster?



Used correctly, this will pre-frame you as the obvious choice to your 
target audience. My done-for-you solution is the #1 business growth 

tool for bringing you out of obscurity resulting in a crystal clear
PURPOSE for taking your business to the next level! 

Imagine seeing your influence & impact amplified so much that it 
effortlessly pulls your prospects through the Buyers Journey to easily 

convert them to new clients!



Quick case study of Stanley Milgram, a 
psychologist at Yale University, 
conducted an experiment focusing on 
the conflict between obedience to 
authority and personal conscience.



… Here’s how the Experiment worked:
3 individuals were involved: 

the one running the experiment, the subject of the 
experiment and a volunteer. 



When a “wrong” answer was given an electrical “shock” was 
given. If at any time the subject indicated his desire to halt the 

experiment, he was given a series of verbal prods by the 
experimenter, in this order:

Please continue.

The experiment requires that you continue.

It is absolutely essential that you continue.

You have no other choice, you must go on.



The Results?

They predicted that only 3.73 percent of the subjects would 
continue….

In Milgram's first set of experiments, 
65 percent of experiment participants administered the 

experiment's final massive 450-volt “shock”!



Milgram’s experiment proved that:

“The marketplace will 
blindly

believe the words
of an expert.”



Milgram’s experiment proved that:
“The marketplace will blindly believe the words of an expert.”

Zipf’s Law says that “your ideal clients intentionally narrow their choices to 
those who are on top.” 

The power of Milgram’s Law is that you can become THE expert even if you 
are starting out from scratch, BUT you must understand how to leverage 
Milgram’s Law and Zipf’s Law along with your Authority Positioning Portfolio 
so that you can create a virtual “blockade” around your business to optimize 
your brand!

Milgram’s Law & Zipf’s Law



Would you trust 
THIS GUY?



Canadian philosopher, Marshall McLuhan, wrote a book on 
media theory in 1967 called: 
"The Medium is the Message."

He said: The way we send and receive information is more 
important 
than the information itself.

This means that WHERE your content is seen, gives as much 
value as the actual content! 



Now I want you to pause for a moment 
and let these points really sink in



Strategic Planning Assessment 

Do you know your client’s Buyer’s Journey? 

What is your current process in moving an interested prospect to a 
paying client?

What is the average commission on a new client?

Thinking about this amount, consider the difference between the 
temporary FB/Google ad campaign vs the permanent long-term results 
of a properly designed Authority Marketing campaign.  



Authority Positioning Portfolio® 
to Optimize “The Buyers Journey” and how a unique 
event called “ZMOT” will help draw clients to you! 





Use an Authority Positioning Portfolio®
to enhance lead followup





Use an Authority Positioning Portfolio® 
to close more deals





AUTHORITY TRUST TRIGGERS

• People want to work with Experts

• Authority Trust Triggers Position you as a Recognized Expert

in your field

• Making it easy for the Conscious Mind to justify the decision 

to work with you

Even if it costs more.



AUTHORITY MINDSET

• AUTHORITY IS being an EDUCATOR & ADVOCATE 

• We focus on the success of our prospects and customers

• We EMPATHIZE

• We give VALUE

• We solve PROBLEMS

• We deliver RESULTS



“If you aren't deliberately, systematically, methodically, rapidly 
and dramatically establishing yourself as a celebrity, at least to 
your clientele and target market, you’re asleep at the wheel, 
ignoring what is fueling the entire economy around you, 
neglecting development of a measurably valuable asset.”

Dan Kennedy - the Godfather of Direct Marketing



TRUST 
TRIGGERS



GOOGLE 
INDEXING



STEP THREE:

STEP INTO YOUR
AUTHORITY



Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist® teaches a positioning 
strategy in his book “SHIFT” 

This is Terry. Terry is a hardworking agent based in California.

He recently saved a small town more than $26,000 in benefit costs 
with his creative strategies. 

Do you think Terry is worth $500 an hour?

Ninety percent of people will say no—just based on his picture.

Source: Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist®  

https://advisorist.com/how-to-get-on-the-news-with-this-weird-insider-technique-advisors-are-swearing-by-in-2019-2/ 



Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist® teaches a positioning 
strategy in his book “SHIFT” 

This is the same Terry who saved a small town $26,000 in benefit costs.

And he’s been mentioned on CNN….Is this agent worth $500 an hour?

“Whenever I pose this question to a roomful of people, 80 percent 
inevitably change their mind right then and there. All we did was make 
one small change to his photo.”

Source: Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist®  

https://advisorist.com/how-to-get-on-the-news-with-this-weird-insider-technique-advisors-are-swearing-by-in-2019-2/ 



Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist® teaches a positioning 
strategy in his book “SHIFT” 

Source: Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist®  

https://advisorist.com/how-to-get-on-the-news-with-this-weird-insider-technique-advisors-are-swearing-by-in-2019-2/ 

Look at this simple website. It’s for Tracey Booker, a 31 
year old financial planner that does fee-based financial 
planning. Just based on the layout, would you pay her 
$2500 for a comprehensive financial plan?
Most people say ‘No’.



Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist® teaches a positioning 
strategy in his book “SHIFT” 

Source: Jeremiah Desmarais, founder and CEO of Advisorist®  

https://advisorist.com/how-to-get-on-the-news-with-this-weird-insider-technique-advisors-are-swearing-by-in-2019-2/ 

But now look at the same website and let me make a slight 
adjustment… (see if you can pick it up)

Now, let me ask you the same question: Just based on the 
layout, would you pay her $2500 for a comprehensive financial 
plan? In most rooms, about 80% of the audience turns around 
and says ‘Yes’.

You feel more confident about her expertise this time, right? 
Yet, the design of the site didn’t change at all. The ONLY 
change was adding their media citations.





FREE GIFTS



To get your FREE GIFTS  go to www.MikeSaunders360.com
and click the contact tab to send me an email 

http://www.mikesaunders360.com/



